THE TRIANGÜLABILITY OF THE ORBIT SPACE OF
A DIFFERENTIABLE TRANSFORMATION GROUP 1
BY C. T. YANG
Communicated by Deane Montgomery, December 13, 1962

The purpose of this note is to prove the result as given in the title.
The result was suggested to the author by Professor D. Montgomery
to whom the author wishes to express his warmest thanks.
By a differentiable manifold we mean a locally euclidean separable
metric space on which there is a differentiable structure. It may not
be connected and its components may not be of the same dimension.
If M is a differentiable manifold and G is a compact Lie group which
acts differentiably on M, we call the pair (G, M) a differentiable transformation group.
Let (G, M) be a differentiable transformation group. Whenever
x(~Mt Gx denotes the isotropy group at x. Whenever H is a closed
subgroup of G, (H) denotes the conjugate class of H in G and ikf<#)
denotes the set {XÇZM\GX£.(H)}.
It is clear that GM <#) = ikf (#>. If
A is a subset of M with GA « A, the space of the orbits in A is denoted by A/G. The natural projection of M onto M/G is denoted
by PLEMMA 1. Whenever H is a closed subgroup of G, M(H) is a differentiable submanifold of M and p defines a fibring map pw)'- M(H)
-*M(ji)/G. Hence M(H)/G can be made a differentiable manifold such
that p{H) is differentiable.
PROOF. Let x be an arbitrary point of M(H). Since G acts differentiably on M, there is a slice 5 at x which is a differentiable open cell
in M and on which there is an admissible coordinate system with
respect to which Gx acts orthogonally [l ]. Denote by F the stationary
point set of Gx in S. Then F is a differentiable open cell in M and GF
is a neighborhood of x in M{H). Since the map of G/GXXF into G F
given by (gGXl y)—>gy is a homeomorphism onto, it follows that GF
is a differentiable submanifold of M. Hence M&) is a differentiable
submanifold of M. Moreover, p&) is a fibring map with F being a
differentiable local cross-section at x. Hence Mya)/G can be made a
differentiable manifold such that pw) is differentiable. The proof of
Lemma 1 is thus completed.
By a differentiable n-space, n — 0, 1, • • • , we mean a pair (X, S)
1
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which consists of an w-dimensional separable metric space X and a
partition 2 of X satisfying the following conditions:
(a) Every or £ 2 is a connected differentiate manifold.
(b) 2 is locally finite.
(c) Given any x £ o - 0 £ 2 with dim <ro = r, there is a neighborhood U
of x in X and a differentiate fe-space (X', 2') with k<n — r such that
(i) o*'£2' if and only if ff' = XT\<r for some a*£2 with # £ £ —o* and
(ii) there is a homeomorphism of V onto the join Sr * X ' of a closed
r-simplex Sr and X ' which maps UC\<TQ diffeomorphically onto the
interior of Sr and which maps, for every o*£2 with x£cr — <r, UC\<T
diffeomorphically onto Sr * {X' C\ <r) - (Sr U (X 7 H er)), where
5 r * ( X ' f V ) is the join of Sr and X ' f V .
Notice that, if w = 0, then, by (a) and (b), X is a countable discrete
space and 2 = X so that (c) is trivial. Hence, by recursion, differentiable w-spaces are well-defined for all non-negative integers n.
Let <r and r be two distinct members of 2 with <SC\T?£0. It follows
from (c) that every X<ELGC\T has a neighborhood U with Ur\<rC.ï
and that every xÇ£<r — r has a neighborhood not meeting f. Therefore
(THT is both open and closed in <r and hence, by the connectedness
of er, (xQf. Let #£crP\f and let Z7 be a neighborhood of x as described
in (c). Then U C\r is homeomorphic to (U H cr) * (X' C\ r)
-((Ur\<r)U(XT\T)).
Hence dim <r<dim r. This proves
(d) Whenever <r and r are two distinct members of 2 with crfV
5 ^ 0 , o*Cr and dim <r<dim r.
LEMMA 2. Differentiable n-spaces are regular locally polyhedral
spaces in the sense of Cairns [2 ] and hence are triangulable.
PROOF. In [2] one may find the definition of a regular locally polyhedral space and the theorem t h a t regular locally polyhedral spaces
are triangulable.
We have seen t h a t differentiate 0-space are countable discrete
spaces so that they are trivial regular locally polyhedral spaces.
Hence we may proceed by induction on n and assume that differentiable ife-spaces with k<n are regular locally polyhedral spaces.
Let (X, 2) be a differentiate w-space and let x be any point of X.
By (c), there is a differentiate &-space (X', 2') with k<n and a
neighborhood U of x in X such that V is homeomorphic to the join
of a closed simplex and X'. Since, by induction hypothesis, X1 is a
regular locally polyhedral space so that it is triangulable, TJ is triangulable and thus V is homeomorphic to an open subset of a polyhedron. Hence X is locally polyhedral.
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Now, as one may see,
X=

U a«res

is a general locally polyhedral space in the sense of [2]. To complete
the proof, it remains to be shown that any distinct cr0, r £ 2 with
croCr are differentiably related in the sense of [2]. By (c), there is a
neighborhood U of x and a differentiate fe-space (X', 2') with k<n
such t h a t (i) <r'E2' if and only if a' = XT\cr for some c r £ 2 with
xCz<r — 0 and (ii) there is a homeomorphism h of U onto 5 * X' for
some closed simplex 5 which maps £7fVo diffeomorphically on to the
interior of S and which maps, for every <r£2 with x £ ^ - ( r , £/fV
diffeomorphically onto S * ( X T V ) - ( S U ( X ' f V ) ) . By induction hypothesis, (X't 2') is a regular locally polyhedral space so that for every
crG2 with . X Y V C X V M T - T ) , XT\<r and X'C\T are differentiably related. Therefore for every y&XT\f9
there is a coordinate system
whose domain D is a closed cell in XT\T containing y. T h a t means,
there is a homeomorphism A' of D onto a closed simplex S' such that if
0* is a member of 2 with DC\<j?£0, the interior I'(J)C\<i) of D(~\a in
X'C\<r is not empty and A' maps I'(Dr\o)
diffeomorphically onto
the interior of a face of S'. Let h" be the natural homeomorphism of
S * D onto Si = S * S' induced by h\ Then hi = h"h is a homeomorphism of Di = A~1(5 * P ) onto Si. Since Si is a closed simplex of the
same dimension as f, it gives a coordinate system with domain D\.
Moreover, it is easily seen that if a is a member of 2 with
DxC\a^09
then the interior I{D\C\a) of DiC\<r in cr is not empty and h\ maps
I(DiC\(x) diffeomorphically onto the interior of a face of Si. Hence
Ur\<To and UC\T are differentiably related. But U is a neighborhood
of an arbitrary point of o-0. We infer that <r0 and r are differentiably
related. The proof of Lemma 2 is thus completed.
Now we are ready to give our main result.
T H E O R E M . Let M be a differentiable manifold and let G be a compact
Lie group acting differentiably on M. Then the orbit space M/G is
triangulable.
P R O O F . Whenever C is a component of Af, GC is finite-dimensional
and is both open and closed in M. If we are able to prove GC/G
triangulable for every component C of M, our theorem follows. Hence
we may assume M finite-dimensional. Under this assumption, M/G
is a finite-dimensional separable metric space.
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Whenever H is a closed subgroup of G, (H) denotes the conjugate
class of H in G and
ilf(H) =

{xGM\Gme(B)}.

As seen in Lemma 1, each component of Mçn)/G is a connected
differentiate manifold. Let S be the set of all such manifolds. Then
2 is clearly a partition of M/G. Hence, because of Lemma 2, it remains to be shown t h a t (M/G, 2) is a differentiate w-space, where
n = dim M/G.
The condition (a) is obvious by the construction of 2 . Let x* G M/G.
Let xÇLp~~lx* and let S be a slice at x which is a differentiate open
cell in M and on which there is an admissible coordinate system with
respect to which Gx acts orthogonally. I t is known [3] that 5 meets
only finitely many M(H)> Since for every (JET), (GSC\M{H))/G is connected, it follows t h a t GS/G is a neighborhood of x* which meets
only finitely many members of 2 . Hence the condition (b) is proved.
To prove the condition (c), we apply induction on n = dim -M/G.
Let x*, x, S be as above and let S' be a spherical neighborhood of x
in S with ÏS'CS. Since Gx acts orthogonally, the stationary point set
F of Gx in 5 ' is a linear closed cell. Let Y be the boundary of the
linear closed cell E which is the orthogonal complement of F in 3 ' .
Then F is a sphere and Gx acts orthogonally on Y. Morover, dim Y/Gx
<n. Let 2 ' be the partition for Y/Gx as 2 for M/G. Then, by induction hypothesis, (Y/GX) 2') is a differentiate fe-space for some k<n.
Let C be the convex shell of (Fr\S')V(Er\Sf)
and let U=GC/G.
Since there is a natural identification of Y/Gx with GY/G and since
Gx acts orthogonally on 5, one can easily verify that U and ( Y/GX12')
have the properties required in (c). Hence the proof is completed.
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